1. Why did the community gather in the Auditorium?
   a. to watch a movie  
   b. to watch the ceremonies

2. Using what you already know about Asher, why would being an Instructor of Three’s not suit him? What assignment did he receive?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3. At the Ceremony of Twelve, after each assignment, what phrase did the Chief Elder say to each child? What do you think the importance of that phrase is?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4. What unusual thing happened when it was Jonas turn to receive his assignment?
   a. Jonas chose his assignment.
   b. He became a Nurturer.
   c. The crowd cheered.
   d. He was skipped.
5. What was Jonas selected to do? Explain what personal qualities he has that made him get selected for this position, and what the training entails.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Choose and list three of the rules/instructions Jonas received in his training folder.

● ___________________________________________________________________________________

● ___________________________________________________________________________________

● ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. What does the Receiver of Memory have to transmit onto Jonas and why?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8. What concept didn’t Jonas understand, and how did the Receiver change that?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
1. Why did the community gather in the Auditorium?
   a. to watch a movie
   b. to watch the ceremonies
   c. to listen to the elders
   d. to release a community member

2. Using what you already know about Asher, why would being an Instructor of Three's not suit him? What assignment did he receive?
   The Instructor of Three's would not suit Asher because when children are in their Three's the focus is on acquiring the correct language, and Asher was not very precise with his choice of words. Instead, Asher's assignment was as Assistant Director of Recreation.

3. At the Ceremony of Twelve, after each assignment, what phrase did the Chief Elder say to each child? What do you think the importance of that phrase is?
   After each assignment the Chief Elder would say, “Thank you for your childhood.” This phrase is important because it signifies that their days of lightheartedness and fun are over. From that day forward they were no longer children, they were crossing over into adulthood, jobs, and responsibility.

4. What unusual thing happened when it was Jonas turn to receive his assignment?
   a. Jonas chose his assignment.
   b. He became a Nurturer.
   c. The crowd cheered.
   d. He was skipped.
5. What was Jonas selected to do? Explain what personal qualities he has that made him get selected for this position, and what the training entails.

Jonas was selected to be the Receiver of Memory. Such a selection was very rare and it was the most important job in the whole community. Jonas was selected for this position because he is intelligent, has integrity, courage, the ability to acquire wisdom, and the most important quality of all the Capacity to See Beyond. However, the training is lonely. He will be alone, and apart from the rest of the community, and he will experience pain.

6. Choose and list three of the rules/instructions Jonas received in his training folder.

- You are exempt from the rules governing rudeness. You may ask any question of any citizen and you will receive answers.
- You are prohibited from dream-telling.
- You may lie.

(Answers will vary)

7. What does the Receiver of Memory have to transmit onto Jonas and why?

The Receiver of Memory needs to transmit onto Jonas all the memories of the past. The whole world's memories. He needs to transmit these onto him because by re-experiencing the memories of the past is how wisdom is found, and that is how they shape their future.

8. What concept didn't Jonas understand, and how did the Receiver change that?

Jonas didn't understand the concept of snow because the community never experienced it. The Receiver changed that by transmitting his first memory onto Jonas, the memory of snow.